GÜNTER NEUPEL: Draftsman of enigmatic worlds
by Turhan Demirel
The gifted and sensitive self-taught artist Günter Neupel was born
on September 1st, 1958 in Munich. After graduating from a
vocational school for electricians, he began to study physics. A
mental illness in 1980, which required a clinical stay in the psychiatric
department at the Max Planck Institute in Munich, forced him to
drop out of university. In the clinic he began at the age of 22, to draw
spontaneously and out of inner need . In the following years he
developed his own independent style and unmistakable pictorial
language with an auto-didactic approach by experimenting with
various painting materials and techniques. For his drawings of high
authenticity, he mostly uses ink, watercolor and mixed media.
The art of the self-determined artist is independent from any
artistic traditions. For him the creative activity is, as he said, "often a
prayer, a meditation, a method of experiencing silence."

Neupel's imaginative drawings, made with care and clean strokes,
without space perspective, are characterized by the simplification of
individual forms, the flat image construction, the variety of forms
and the clear, arranged compositional structure. The images depict
cryptic symbols, archetypal figures, shapes and patterns (human
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shapes sometimes turning into animal and vice versa, faces, heads,
fantastic animals, including strange birds, plants, trees, flowers,
crosses and spirals). They repeat themselves in ever new variations
and clump together in a harmonious, balanced mix, and often push
themselves up to the edge of the sheet, which is on occasion divided
with fine lines into rectangular picture surfaces. Some drawings
appear in form of mandala. A lot of pictures are garnished with
poems or prose texts, which increase the expressiveness of his
works.
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Neupel's fantastic and enigmatic picture cosmos poses puzzles to
the viewer, opens doors for a wide range of associations and
interpretations. He comments : "The pictures tell stories that

everyone can interpret themselves. I do not want to convey a
conscious, any specific message. It is enough for someone to enjoy
the pictures. " The magic and enigmatic pictures of the artist seem

to me, as if he wanted, in a holistic manner, to create a harmonious
relationship between humanbeing, nature and the universe.
Neupel, who lives and works in Munich, has made a name for
himself beyond Germany's borders through numerous solo and
group exhibitions and a series of awards. His works are represented
in many collections in Germany and abroad.
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The works here depicted belong to Demirel Collection
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